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Introduction 
The snare drum is a member of the Membranophone family which is any instrument that produces 
sound with a stretched membrane. Membranophones include all the drums, both pitched and non-
pitched and with attachments such as bells, jingles, strings etc. Tapping your stretched skin over your 
jaw or patting your belly is a good example of a membranophone. 

The snare drum is a two-headed drum, as are the bass drum and other orchestral and band drums 
used in Western music. On the snare drum, eight to ten wire-bound gut strings, or snares, usually are 
stretched across the lower of the two heads; they vibrate against the heads as the membranes are 
struck. 

Instrument Sound Analysis 
The two membranes of the snare drum are acoustically coupled to each other, particularly at the low 
frequencies. This coupling via the enclosed air acts to double the modes. The lower frequency member 
of the mode pair involves both heads moving in the same direction and for the higher mode they move 
oppositely. 
Drums make use of circular membranes which have many modes of vibration. The excitation of the 
various modes depends upon where the drum is struck. The expression for the fundamental frequency 
of a circular membrane has some similarity to that for a stretched string, in that it depends on tension 
and density. The fundamental of the drum is close to the node point of the center of the drum head 
(This term is still used today from the time of animal skins). The high partials are at the edge. The 
timpani are struck near the side to excite certain preferred modes. By contrast, the snare drum is 
struck in the center and excites the 01, 02, 03, modes. The drum vibrates in the fundamental mode as a 
diaphragm fixed at the rim. When coupled with a column of air in a closed chamber, the sound is 
amplified. And when snares (metal, or animal strings) are attached to a second resonating head the 
higher frequencies are enhanced. 

 

Drum Construction 

The Tama Metalworks Model MT1465DBN snare drum was used for this test sequence.  The sound 
waves for open ended and string instruments are fairly straight forward. However, for a closed end 
instrument, such as a drum, the sound waves are different. A lot of the energy is dissipated through 
the shell of the drum, which is the reason for the variance in drum construction these days. One of the 
most commonly used snare drum materials today is metal. Generally metals have a bright, open sound 
with complex overtones and are very good at cutting through the sound of other instruments. Many 
different types of metals are used to create drums that can sound wildly different. 
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Drum Batter Head 

The testing snare drum was mounted with an uncoated Remo Weather King clear membrane.  In 1957, 
Remo Belli and Sam Muchnick together developed a plastic head (also known as Mylar) leading to the 
development of the Remo drumhead company. 

BoPET (Biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate) is a polyester film made from stretched 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and is used for its high tensile strength, chemical and dimensional 
stability, transparency, reflectivity, gas and aroma barrier properties, and electrical insulation.  boPET 
film has been used in the production of banjo & drumheads since 1958 due to its durability and 
acoustical properties when stretched over the bearing edge of the drum. They are made in single- and 
double-ply versions, with each ply being 2–10 mils (0.051–0.254 mm) in thickness, with a transparent 
or opaque surface, originally used by the company Evans. 

 

Test Objectives 
The purpose of this audio test series is to determine if topical application of PercussionCare to a snare 
drum and its component parts can be effective in promoting improved sound and performance.  And 
to test and verify if there are any further benefits achieved from sequential reapplication of the 
product. 

Methodology 
Application 

Topical application will be performed on batter head surfaces, mounting ring, hoop or tension collar, 
collar screws, and bearing edge where both mounting ring and shell come into contact with each 
other. Each successive treatment, #2 and #3 are applied only to the top of the batter head. 

Sample Acquisition 
A Sennheiser 441 dynamic cardioid microphone was placed just above the rim of the snare.  The head 
was struck near the center of the batter head with a medium weight wooden drum stick. 

Testing 
Each audio test sample is first calibrated based on RMS (average level) value.  This is done in order to 
establish a base reference point prior to testing and analysis of each audio sample.  No audio 
compression or other processing is used in the calibration process. 
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Test Instruments 
Spectrometer: Audio Spectrometer is an instrument that records the relative intensities in a complex 
sound over a succession of equal (octave) frequency ranges.  The Spectrometer uses FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transform) techniques to display a continuous frequency graph, providing a very precise and detailed 
real-time frequency analysis.  The frequency spectrum is shown as a linear graph.  Spectrum 
frequencies are plotted along the horizontal x-axis. And short horizontal lines or sharp peaks indicating 
recent maximum value along are plotted along the vertical y-axis. We are displaying spectrometer test 
results as color overlays as they also provide a comparative visual contrast of before and after each 
product application.  

 

Graphical Analysis (1024 Resolution) 

Drum and Snare 

20Hz to 20kHz Full Spectrum View 

 
This view shows the overall frequency response of the instrument within the entire audio spectrum 
from 20Hz to 20kHz.  We will zoom in on each region for a detailed analysis beginning with the lower 
frequency bands and progressing thru to the upper fundamentals.  We will focus on EQ zones that 
mixing engineers often deal with to tailor the sound of the instrument. 
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150Hz – 250Hz Zoom In 
 

 
150Hz – 250Hz range.  Adding 150 Hz can easily thicken things up and give the snare more body.  
PROCUSSIONCare continues to dampen frequencies between 200Hz and 260Hz after each successive 
application.  This may indicate more controlled wave propagations through the membrane resulting in 
a slightly “tighter” sound.  The response in the 150Hz to 200Hz range from all applications appears to 
follow the original test curve with no significant changes. 
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300Hz – 400Hz Zoom In 

 

 

There’s lots of body and fullness to the snare here, but also the dreaded “boxy and boomy” 
frequencies (usually around 350Hz – 450Hz). So while cutting 350 can help tighten up the snare, it can 
also result in the loss of a lot of fullness. PROCUSSIONCare application #1 is effectively flattening out 
the peaks in this range allowing the engineer more control over shaping the sound.  Successive 
applications appear to result in diminishing returns within this range. 
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500Hz – 800Hz Zoom In 

 

 
Snare ring usually lingers as low as 500Hz to 900Hz.  The engineer has to be careful in this range 
because the low-end of this range is also where the body of the snare sound resides.  You don’t want it 
to be too hollow sounding or thin. Unwanted frequency peaks and valleys can be problematic and 
require more drastic corrective EQ.  The first application of PROCUSSIONCare appears to establish a 
flatter response curve in this range offering more stability and control over EQ.  Successive applications 
do not result in any improved results. 
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1500Hz – 4500Hz Zoom In 
 

 
The stick of the attack is around where our ears are most sensitive 2-2.5kHz. This is the “snap” or 
“crack” part of the attack sound. Pulling that frequency range back will soften the attack, boosting it 
can help bring it out, but engineers have to be careful because too much of that range can make the 
actual snares sound very “plastic-y” and brittle rather than the softer snares that people tend to like. 

PROCUSSIONCare does boost and smooth out the response of this frequency range, but again, one 
application is all that is necessary. 
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4500Hz – 8000Hz Zoom In 

 

 
This is the area where upper fundamentals or overtones reside.  Careful or gradual boosting in this 
area can give the snare a more open sound. One application of PROCUSSIONCare boosts and smooth’s 
out the response of this range.  Further applications offer no significant improvement. 
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9kHz – 16kHz Zoom In 

 

 
This is the range where adding a “crispness” to the snare is often accomplished by boosting the high 
shelf in the 12kHz area. One application of PROCUSSIONCare improves energy transfer efficiency of the 
batter head and shell to increase high-frequency resonance especially in the 10-12kHz area. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

 
Subjective Listening Tests 

 
How drums sound acoustically in any environment and how they sound in a live or studio mix can be 
radically different as a matter of the artist’s or engineers personal taste.  This is an area where input 
from engineers and artists will have the most value. 

 
Qualitative Analysis 

 
• The stick has a better tactile feel when striking the batter head and is more responsive with a 

smoother rebound. 
 

• There is less marking of the membrane surface resulting in a better cosmetic appearance.   
 

• Whether direct membrane application contributes to longer head life is pure speculation at this 
point as there is no hard data available.  Again, user input may shed some light on this area. 

 

Quantitative Analysis 
 
The test results show that a single application of PROCUSSIONCare is sufficient to achieve improved 
sonic performance and promote membrane stability.  This results in a more natural snare drum sound 
that aids live mix and studio sound engineers to achieve a desired sound (EQ) faster and more 
efficiently. Improved stability insures that membrane lug-to-lug tuning tension is more consistent. 
Further applications are merely a waste of product and produce diminishing returns.  In this instance, 
more is not necessarily better and results in an increased cost per application. 
 

Summary 
 
Drums are complex instruments.  How drums are tuned acoustically are a matter of the artist’s 
personal style of playing and performing environment.  How the drums actually sound in a live mix or 
recording session will be inevitably be determined by a producer, engineer, artist or more commonly a 
collaboration of all three. 
 
What the application of PROCUSSIONCare achieves is a more stable acoustic and mechanical 
foundation for the artist and engineer on which to build.  The artist can setup and tune a drum quicker 
with the added benefit of shortened membrane break-in time and added stability.  This in turn aids the 
engineer by eliminating or reducing some of the mechanical and acoustical problems associated with 
micing, recording and EQing a typical drum kit. 


